Requestable Room Characteristics in Campus Solutions
Updated 2/5/18

Note: Requested room characteristics are “and,” not “or.”

To find a list of classrooms with a given characteristic or combination of characteristics:

- Log in to 25Live
- Click on the Locations tab
- Under Features, select the desired room feature(s)
- If selecting more than one feature, make sure to specify either “Matching Any” or “Matching All” as needed
- Select “List” and click “Load List” or “Go”

01 **ADA-Instructor Accessible**

Both the room and the building are wheelchair-accessible.

02 **AV-Assistive Listening Device**

Technology used to aid people who are hard of hearing. See [https://www.ets.berkeley.edu/discover-services/assistive-technology/classroom-and-event-support](https://www.ets.berkeley.edu/discover-services/assistive-technology/classroom-and-event-support) for more information.

03 **AV-Blu-ray Player**

All rooms with blu-ray players are also capable of playing DVDs.

04 **AV-Computer Data Display**

Any method of displaying computer data for students to view. This includes both LCD monitors and projectors with traditional pull-down projection screens. Every General Assignment classroom has computer data display except for 321 Haviland (28 seats).

05 **AV-Computer Data Display HD**

Any high-definition method of displaying computer data for students to view.

06 **AV-Course Capture**

Formerly known as “podcast,” “screencast,” or “webcast:screen/audio recording.” Enabled for either audio-only recording (capture of audio from microphone) or screen with audio recording (capture of output from computer or document camera, plus audio from microphone). These are automated, no-cost services that include delivery to students. Instructors scheduled in these rooms receive an invitation to sign up for either service shortly before the semester begins. Contact webcast@berkeley.edu for details.

07 **AV-Course Capture Video**
Formerly known as “webcast:video/screen/audio recording.” Enabled for Video Recording (capture of video and audio of instructor lecturing) or Video and Screen Recording (capture of instructor lecturing, plus output from computer or document camera). Cost-sharing by the department is required for these services, since an operator is required to be in the room. Includes delivery to students. Instructors scheduled in these rooms receive an invitation to sign up for either service shortly before the semester starts. Contact webcast@berkeley.edu for details.

Applies to only 4 classrooms: Wheeler Auditorium (732 seats), 1 Pimentel (526 seats), 155 Dwinelle (481 seats), 2050 VLSB (408 seats).

08 AV-Document Camera

Device that can magnify and project both documents and three-dimensional objects. Can be used in place of chalkboard/whiteboard in rooms where the board is hard to read due to room size or lighting.

Examples: 1 Pimentel (527 seats), 101 Moffitt (87 seats), 3113 Etcheverry (45 seats)

09 AV-DVD Player

10 AV-Microphones

Any kind of microphone, including podium microphones, wireless lavalier microphones, or wired lavalier microphones.

11 AV-Screen-LCD

Computer data display via a flat screen monitor mounted on the wall, instead of a traditional pull-down projection screen. Formerly known as “single projection–flat panel display.” Only rooms below 60 seats have this feature.
12 AV-Screen-Manual Projector

Computer data display via a projector and traditional pull-down projection screen, instead of an LCD monitor. Screens range in size from 5x5' and larger. Applies to the majority of classrooms.

26 Board-Chalk Only

Request this characteristic to exclude all rooms with whiteboards. If the instructor will accept any type and amount of board, do not request any board-related characteristics.

27 Board-Front 150plus sq ft

Chalkboards or whiteboards at the front of the room which equal or exceed 150 square feet. Boards at the sides or back of the room are not counted toward the square footage.

Examples: 155 Dwinelle (481 seats), 10 Evans (237 seats), 120 Latimer (179 seats), 3111 Etcheverry (45 seats), 7 Evans (22 seats)

28 Board-Front 95plus sq ft

Chalkboards or whiteboards at the front of the room which equal or exceed 95 square feet. Boards at the sides or back of the room are not counted toward the square footage.

Examples: 1, 2, 3, and 4 LeConte; 235 Dwinelle (25 seats)

29 Board-White Only

Request this characteristic to exclude all rooms with chalkboards. If the instructor will accept any type and amount of board, do not request any board-related characteristics.

31 Demonstration Bench
Typically used by Chemistry and Physics classes that conduct live demonstrations during lecture.

32 **Demonstration Bench-Water**

Demonstration bench with a sink.

37 **Environment-Movement**

Room with easily movable furniture on casters and enough open floor space to accommodate movement activities (skits, etc.). Currently applies only to 145 Moffitt (80 seats).

46 **Seating-Movable**

This encompasses all seating that is not bolted to the floor: movable desks (e.g. 250 Dwinelle), movable tables and chairs (e.g. B5 Hearst Annex), and seminar rooms with movable seats (e.g. 210 Dwinelle). 150 GSPP does not fall into this category even though the chairs are movable, since the tables are fixed.

47 **Seating-Seminar**

Conference-style room with a large central table surrounded by plain chairs. Seats may be fixed or movable. Seminar rooms range in size from 13-29, or 13-30 including active-learning rooms, but the vast majority have fewer than 20 seats.

Examples: 180 Barrows (16 seats), 279 Dwinelle (23 seats)

48 **Seating-Tables/Chairs**
Room with multiple tables, typically arranged in rows. Often requested by classes where students make heavy use of laptops. Furniture may be fixed or movable.

Examples: 150 GSPP (86 seats), 3113 Etcheverry (45 seats), 201 Giannini (24 seats)

49 Seating-Tables/Chairs Fixed

Room with multiple tables, typically arranged in rows. Encompasses rooms where the tables are fixed and the chairs are movable, as well as rooms where both the tables and chairs are fixed.

Examples: 150 GSPP (86 seats), 180 Tan (76 seats), 3107 Etcheverry (45 seats)

50 Seating-Tables/Chairs Movable
Room with multiple tables, typically arranged in rows. Both the tables and chairs are movable. Please note there are very few rooms with this characteristic.

Examples: 145 Moffitt (80 seats), B5 Hearst Annex (46 seats), 201 Giannini (24 seats)

51 Seating-Tablet Desks

Formerly known as “MTA” or “Movable Tablet Arm.” All tablet arm desks are movable. The tablets themselves may be either movable (as in Barrows and Dwinelle) or fixed (as in Wheeler). Does not include seminar rooms with movable seating.

Examples: all Evans rooms except 10 and 60, all VLSB rooms under 100 seats

56 Stage-Rotating

Applies only to 1 Pimentel. The stage is three-sided with each side containing a demonstration bench. Two sides can be set up for demonstrations while the third is in use, thus removing the need for an extra time slot for pre-lecture setup.

61 Window

Windows may be openable or non-openable.

62 Window-None

Intended for classes that have traditionally requested darkenable windows. Given the variety of window coverings, requesting “window-none” is the best way to ensure a darkenable classroom.